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Statistical correlation for a three-terminal normal-metal –superconductor–
superconductor hybrid system

Baigeng Wang and Jian Wang*
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It is well known that the particles in a beam of bosons obeying Bose-Einstein statistics tend to cluster
~bunching effect!, while the particles in a degenerate beam of fermions obeying Fermi-Dirac statistics expel
each other~antibunching effect!. Here we investigate the statistical correlation effect for a three-terminal
normal-metal–superconductor–superconductor hybrid mesoscopic system. By using a nonequilibrium Green’s-
function technique, we obtain a positive cross correlation when the external voltage is smaller than the gap
energy, which demonstrates bosonic behavior. In the larger voltage limit, the cross correlation becomes nega-
tive due to the contribution of the quasiparticles. At large voltages, the oscillation between fermionic and
bosonic behavior of cross correlation is also observed in the strong-coupling regime as one changes the
position of the resonant levels.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.67.014509 PACS number~s!: 74.50.1r, 72.70.1m, 74.40.1k, 73.23.2b
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are two kinds of quantum statistics in nature.
particles have either half-integral or integral spin~in units of
the Planck constant\) and they obey Fermi-Dirac or Bose
Einstein statistics, respectively. It is also noted1 that there is
an effective attraction between the bosons and an effec
repulsion between the fermions. These are the well-kno
statistical correlation effects,2 which are purely quantum ef
fects. The experiments examining the quantum statist
properties date back to the pioneering work by Hanb
Brown and Twiss~HBT!.3 They used photon intensity inter
ferometry to probe the intensity correlation information b
tween two partial beams, which was generated by a be
splitter. Due to the bosonic property of photons, the posit
intensity correlation was observed, indicating an enhan
probability for the simultaneous detection of two photon
one in each partial beam. This means that photons ten
bunch in clusters. Several theoretical works have sugge
the different analogies of this experiment with electrons
mesoscopic systems. The fermionic analog of HBT exp
ments, one by Hennyet al.4 and the other by Oliveret al.,5

showed the expected negative intensity correlation and
served the antibunching effect. On the theoretical side, w
Torriès and Martin6 investigated a three-terminal norma
metal–superconductor–superconductor~N-N-S! mesoscopic
system, both positive and negative correlations were foun
the Andreev regime. Very recently, Samuelsson and Bu¨ttiker7

studied the same structure and found the positive correla
for a wide range of junction parameters which survives e
in the absence of the proximity effect. The statistics
charge transport of a three-terminal N-N-S beam splitter
also been investigated8 and positive cross correlation i
found between the currents in two normal leads for a w
parameter range. Instead of the structures of Refs. 6–8,
we consider a three-terminal mesoscopic N-S-S hybrid s
tem. This structure is a direct photon analogy of the H
interferometer which has a normal lead and two superc
0163-1829/2003/67~1!/014509~7!/$20.00 67 0145
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ducting leads. A quantum dot, connected by these three
minals, acts as a splitter. Suppose that the chemical poten
ms for both superconducting reservoirs are set to zero,
the chemical potential for the normal is above zero, i.e.,eV
.0, which guarantees the electron current passing from
normal lead to both superconducting leads. We further
sume the temperature is very low. If the external voltageeV
is smaller than the gap energyD of the superconducting
leads, the single-quasiparticle current is forbidden. In t
case, we only have a two-electron current due to the prese
of the Andreev reflection process, i.e., incoming electro
being Andreev reflected into outgoing holes with the trans
of a Cooper pair into the superconductor. This means tha
electron~with energye above the Fermi level and spins) in
the normal lead has to combine with another electron~with
energy2e, below the Fermi level and spin2s) to pass
through the normal-metal–superconductor interface. D
this electron pair look like a boson? Or rather, can we obt
a positive cross correlation function̂DI aDI b& with aÞb)
between two superconducting leads? The purpose of this
per is to answer this question. We note that due to the cur
conservation the cross correlation function of a two-lead s
tem must be negative regardless of normal or supercond
ing leads. Instead of considering the fluctuation in a sin
electron beam through the two-lead system, the HBT exp
ment considered here focuses on the cross correlation of
beams from the beam splitter. Hence we expect posi
cross correlation at small voltages which is indeed what
found in this work. WheneV.D, the quasiparticles will also
participate in the transport. Due to the fermionic nature
quasiparticles, it will partially cancel the positive contrib
tion of the electron pair to the cross correlation. The com
tition of these two contributions from the electron pair a
quasiparticles can lead to either positive or negative cr
correlation, depending on which contribution dominates.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULATION

We begin with the following model Hamiltonian:
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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H5(
p

epC1,ps
1 C1,ps1(

kn
F(

s
ekCn,ks

1 Cn,ks

1DCn,k↑
1 Cn,2k↓

1 1DCn,2k↓Cn,k↑G1(
s

e0ds
1ds

1(
ps

@T1,pC1,ps
1 ds1c.c.#1(

kns
@Tn,kCn,ks

1 ds1c.c.#,

~1!

where the first term denotes the Hamiltonian of the norm
lead. The second term (n52,3) describes the Hamiltonian o
two BCS superconducting leads. HereC1,ks

† is the creation
operator of electrons in the normal lead andCn,ks

† is the
corresponding creation operator in the superconducting l
The third term is the Hamiltonian for a quantum dot, whi
is used to mimic a tunable beam splitter. Here we have
plied a gate voltage which can control the level of the dot
that e05e0

(0)1evg . Without loss of generality, we sete0
(0)

50. The other terms in Eq.~1! are Hamiltonians describing
the couplings between the quantum dot and leads. To s
plify the discussion, we have assumed that two superc
ducting leads have the same gap energyD. We have also
neglected the supercurrent between two superconduc
leads9 and assumed that the hopping matrix elements
independent of the spin index.

In the following, we will calculate the cross correlatio
between two partial beams through two superconduc
leads. The current operator for the superconducting lead
3 is

Î a5 Î a↑~ t !1 Î a↓~ t !

with

Î as~ t !5 ieF(
k

Ca,ks
† Ca,ks ,HG5 ie(

k
@TakCa,ks

1 ds2c.c.#,

where a52,3. Due to the electron-hole symmetry of th
system, we haveÎ a↑(t)5 Î a↓(t). Hence the current operato
can be rewritten as

Î a~ t !52ie(
k

@TakCa,k↑
1 d↑2c.c.#.

The cross correlation between two superconducting lead
defined as

P23[^DI 2~ t1!DI 3~ t2!&[^@ Î 2~ t1!2 Ī 2#@ Î 3~ t2!2 Ī 3#&

with Ī a[^ Î a&. Here^ . . . & denotes both the statistical ave
age and quantum average on the nonequilibrium state. U
the expression of the current operator, the cross correla
between two superconducting leads is
01450
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P23~ t1 ,t2!524e2(
k,k8

@T2,kT3,k8Gd↑k↑
, ~2,1!Gd↑k8↑

.
~1,2!

1T2,k* T3,k8
* Gk8↑d↑

,
~2,1!Gk↑d↑

. ~1,2!

2T2,kT3,k8
* Gk8↑k↑

,
~2,1!Gd↑d↑

. ~1,2!

2T2,k* T3,k8Gd↑d↑
, ~2,1!Gk↑k8↑

.
~1,2!#, ~2!

where we have used the abbreviationG(t1 ,t2)5G(1,2) and
we have usedk andk8 to label, respectively, the second an
third superconducting leads. The Green’s functionsGr ,a,,,.

in a 232 Nambu representation take the followin
forms:10–12

Gab
r ,a~ t1 ,t2!

57 iu~6t17t2!

3S ^$Xa↑~ t1!,Yb↑
1 ~ t2!%& ^$Xa↑~ t1!,Yb↓~ t2!%&

^$Xa↓
1 ~ t1!,Yb↑

1 ~ t2!%& ^$Xa↓
1 ~ t1!,Yb↓~ t2!%&

D ,

Gab
, ~ t1 ,t2!5 i S ^Yb↑

1 ~ t2!Xa↑~ t1!& ^Yb↓~ t2!Xa↑~ t1!&

^Yb↑
1 ~ t2!Xa↓

1 ~ t1!& ^Yb↓~ t2!Xa↓
1 ~ t1!&

D ,

Gab
. ~ t1 ,t2!52 i S ^Xa↑~ t1!Yb↑

1 ~ t2!& ^Xa↑~ t1!Yb↓~ t2!&

^Xa↓
1 ~ t1!Yb↑

1 ~ t2!& ^Xa↓
1 ~ t1!Yb↓~ t2!&

D ,

whereX andY stand for the annihilation operators, such
C1,p , Cn,k , andd. These Green’s functions satisfy the ge
eral relation G.5G,1Gr2Ga. Using the Keldysh
equation13

G,,.5~11GrSr !G0
,,.~11SaGa!1GrS,Ga

we have the following relations:

Gd↑k↑
,,. ~ t1 ,t2!5T2,k* E dt@Gd↑d↑

r ~ t1 ,t !gk↑k↑
,,.~ t,t2!

1Gd↑d↑
,,. ~ t1 ,t !gk↑k↑

a ~ t,t2!

1Gd↑d↓
r ~ t1 ,t !gk↓k↑

,,.~ t,t2!

1Gd↑d↓
,,. ~ t1 ,t !gk↓k↑

a ~ t,t2!#, ~3!

Gk↑d↑
,,. ~ t1 ,t2!5T2,kE dt@gk↑k↑

,,.~ t1 ,t !Gd↑d↑
a ~ t,t2!

1gk↑k↑
r ~ t1 ,t !Gd↑d↑

,,. ~ t,t2!

1gk↑k↓
,,.~ t1 ,t !Gd↓d↑

a ~ t,t2!

1gk↑k↓
r ~ t1 ,t !Gd↓d↑

,,. ~ t,t2!#, ~4!

Gk↑k8↑
,,.

~ t1 ,t2!5T3,k8
* E dt@Gk↑d↑

r ~ t1 ,t !gk8↑k8↑
,,.

~ t,t2!

1Gk↑d↑
,,. ~ t1 ,t !gk8↑k8↑

a
~ t,t2!

1Gk↑d↓
r ~ t1 ,t !gk8↓k8↑

,,.
~ t,t2!

1Gk↑d↓
,,. ~ t1 ,t !gk8↓k8↑

a
~ t,t2!#, ~5!
9-2
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whereGk↑,ds
r is given by

Gk↑ds
r ~ t1 ,t2!5T2,kE dt@gk↑k↑

r ~ t1 ,t !Gd↑ds
r ~ t,t2!

1gk↑k↓
r ~ t1 ,t !Gd↓ds

r ~ t,t2!#. ~6!

Substituting the above relations into Eq.~1! and taking the
Fourier transform@P235*dt1dt2P23(t1 ,t2)#, we obtain

P23524e2G2G3E dE

2p
„~Grg,1G,ga!↑↑~Grg.1G.ga!11

1~g,Ga1grG,!11~g.Ga1grG.!11

2G11
. $~grGrg,!111@~g,Ga1grG,!ga#11%

2G11
, $~grGrg.!111@~g.Ga1grG.!ga#11%…, ~7!

whereGa52p(krNauTaku2 with a52,3 the linewidth func-
tions. HererN2,3 are the normal density of states of the s
perconducting leads 2 and 3. We have used the wide-b
limit 14 and thus the linewidth function is independent of t
energy.Gr ,a,,,.[Gd,d

r ,a,,,. are the full Green’s functions fo
the quantum dot in the presence of the leads, whilegr ,a,,,.

are the exact Green’s functions for the BCS supercondu
in the absence of the coupling between the leads and q
tum dot. Equation~7! is the central result of this paper.
describes the cross correlation for a three-terminal hyb
N-S-S system and is at any temperature and finite volta
i.e., valid for botheV>D andeV,D. In order to calculate
this correlation, one must know all the Green’s functio
The exact Green’s functionsgr ,a,, for the isolated supercon
ducting leads are15,16

gr~E!52
i z~E!

2AE22D2 S E D

D E D 5@ga~E!#1,

g,~E!5 i f ~E!u~ uEu2D!
z~E!

AE22D2 S E D

D E D ,

wheref (E)51/$exp@b(E2EF)#11% is the well-known Fermi
distribution function,u(x) is the step function, andz(E)
51 when E.2D, otherwisez(E)521. We will choose
the Fermi energy of the normal lead in line with the chemi
potentialms of the superconducting condensate which is
to zero, i.e.,EF5ms50. The retarded Green’s function fo
the quantum dot can be calculated using the Dyson equa

Gr~E!5
1

@G0
r ~E!#212Sr~E!

with

G0
r ~E!5

1

S E2e0 0

0 E1e0
D

and
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Sr~E!52
i

2
G1S 1 0

0 1D 2
i

2
~G21G3!

z~E!

AE22D2 S E D

D E D .

The lesser Green’s function can be obtained from
Keldysh equationG,5GrS,Ga. Here the lesser self-energ
is given by

S,~E!5 iG1S f ~E1eV! 0

0 f ~E2eV!
D

1 i f ~E!u~ uEu2D!
G21G3

AE22D2
z~E!S E D

D E D .

Let us first consider the case in which external voltage
smaller than the gap energy and consider zero-tempera
behavior so that there are no quasiparticles participating
the transport. In this case, only a two-electron current exi
i.e., the currents from incoming electrons and the Andre
reflected hole, and we havegr5ga and g,,.50, using the
fact that

G,5 iG1Gr S f 1 0

0 f 2
DGa ~8!

and

G.5 iG1Gr S f 121 0

0 f 221DGa. ~9!

Equation~7! can be further simplified as

P235e2G1
2G2G3D2E dE

2p

f 2~12 f 1!

D22E2
3uG11

r G22
a 2G12

r G12
a u2

5
4e2G2G3

~G21G3!2E dE

2p
f 2~12 f 1!TA~E!@12TA~E!#, ~10!

where TA(E)5G1
2G12

r G12
a is the Andreev-reflection coeffi

cient andf 6(E)5 f (E6eV). Just as we expected, Eq.~10!
is a positive quantity. To get more physical insight, we w
assume thateV are small enough and we will keep only th
first order inV in Eq. ~10!. We have

P235
G1

2G2G3e3V

pFe0
21

G1
2

4
1

~G21G3!2

4 G4

3H e0
41

e0
2@G1

21~G21G3!2#

2
1

@G1
22~G21G3!2#2

16 J .

~11!

For eV.D, we have to calculateP23 numerically, which is
presented in the next section.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first use Eq.~10! to calculate the cross correlation
finite voltage while keepingeV,D. In the following, we
9-3
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FIG. 1. The cross correlationP23 versus gate voltage for external bias and different coupling parameters.~a! eV50.6. Solid line:G
5G15G250.1, dotted line:G50.2, dot-dashed line:G50.4, and dashed line:G50.8. ~b! eV50.4. Other symbols are the same as~a!. ~c!
eV50.2. Other symbols are the same as~a!. ~d! Solid line: G150.8, G250.1, andeV50.6. Dotted line:G150.1, G250.8, andeV
50.6. Dot-dashed line:G150.8, G250.1, andeV50.2. Dashed line:G150.1, G250.8, andeV50.2.
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will use D as the unit of energy and study the symmetric c
whereG25G3. In Fig. 1 we show the cross correlation ve
sus the gate voltage at fixed external biaseV50.6, 0.4, and
0.2. Four different sets of coupling constantsG are chosen:
~i! G5G15G250.8, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.1. ForG50.8, it repre-
sents the strong coupling between leads and the quan
dot.17 For eV50.6 @Fig. 1~a!#, the cross correlation~dashed
line! displays two broad peaks located symmetrically
evg560.6. ~ii !. For the weak-coupling caseG50.1, the
cross correlation~solid line! has two sharp peaks close
vg50.08 and decays quickly away from it.~iii ! G50.2 and
0.4 ~dotted line and dot-dashed line! represent the
intermediate-coupling regime for the external biaseV50.6.
We see that the position of the peaks shift towards the or
as one decreasesG. The general feature of the double-pe
structure can be understood as follows. We notice that
termsF15*dE TA(E) andF25*dE TA

2(E) in Eq. ~10! tend
to cancel each other. Note that hereF1 is proportional to the
current. The shape ofF1 and F2 are dominated by the line
shape ofTA sinceTA

2 decays much faster thanTA . As the
result of different linewidths forF1 andF2, we thus have the
double-peak structure shown in Fig. 1~a!. This is illustrated
in Fig. 2 for G50.1. In the weak-coupling regime, the inte
gralsF1 andF2 give comparable contributions with a sing
peak atvg50. However, the integralF2 decreases faste
01450
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than that ofF1 as vg is increased, resulting a double-pea
structure forF12F2 ~see Fig. 2!. Since the linewidth of
cross correlation is determined byTA which in turn is deter-
mined byG, it is thus understandable that the larger theG,
the wider the double-peak structure. Now we gradually
crease the external bias toeV50.4. We see from Fig. 1~b!

FIG. 2. The contribution ofF1 ~dotted line! andF2 ~dot-dashed
line! to the cross correlationP23 ~solid line! versus gate voltage a
eV50.6. HereG15G250.1.
9-4
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that for the strong-coupling caseG50.8 and 0.6, the cros
correlations in the strong-coupling case still show a doub
peak structure but with smaller amplitude. We also find t
the peak positions are shifted towards the origin. For
weak-coupling caseG50.2 and 0.1, however, both th
height and position of the peaks are roughly unchanged
we decreaseeV further to 0.2@see Fig. 1~c!#, the general
behavior of the cross correlation is similar to that of Fig. 1~b!
except that forG50.2 the peak height decreases. These
haviors can again be understood from the domination of
linewidth of TA in the cross correlation. ForG50.1, the
linewidth of TA is about 0.16. This means that only electro
with energy below 0.2 contribute to the cross correlati
Hence the cross correlation versus gate voltage forG50.1 is
the same foreV50.2, 0.4, and 0.6. ForG50.2, the line-
width of TA is about 0.32. As a result, the cross correlati
remains unchanged foreV50.4 and 0.6. Obviously, if we
examine the cross correlation forG50.1 at an even smalle
external bias, e.g.,eV50.1, it will be different from that of
eV50.2. Of course, in this case,G50.1 cannot be defined a
the weak-coupling limit. From the above analysis, we co
clude that the position of the peaks is influenced by the
terplay between the external bias and the contact strengtG.
In the strong-coupling case, the position of the peak is c
trolled by the external bias. In the weak-coupling case, i
controlled by coupling strengthG. Next we consider the
asymmetric case whenG1 is not equal toG2. Two sets of
coupling constants are chosen.~i! G150.8 andG250.1. In
this case, the normal lead couples strongly with the quan
dot while the superconducting leads couple weakly. Fig
1~d! shows the cross correlation~solid line for eV50.6 and
dot-dashed line foreV50.2) which exhibits a single peak a
vg50. ~ii ! G150.1 andG250.8. This is the reverse of cas
~i! and we see that foreV50.6 ~dotted line! it shows a flat
region nearvg50. We notice that the cross correlation d
creases as we decrease the external bias. For the asymm
case, the transmission coefficientTA is much smaller than 1
even at resonance. Therefore the contribution fromF2 is
much smaller than that ofF1 resulting with just one peak fo
P23 in contrast to the symmetric case. Now we examine
cross correlation versus external bias at fixed energy le
and concentrate on the following four sets of coupling co
stantsG15G250.8 and 0.1;G150.8 andG250.1; G150.1
and G250.8. Figure 3~a! displays the cross correlationP23
versus external voltage whene050. We see that, except fo
G150.8 andG250.1, P23 increases monotonically, andP23
develops a plateau region for the other three sets of coup
parameters. These plateau regions are due to the reso
tunneling which can be seen from Fig. 3~b! where the differ-
ential cross correlationdP23/dV versus external voltage i
depicted. Here we see typical behavior of the shot noise:18 a
minimum separated by two peaks. The minimum is due
the resonant Andreev reflection sincedP23/dV;TA(1
2TA). As one increases the energy level (e050.3), the dip
between two peaks can no longer reach zero, indicating
the maximum Andreev-reflection coefficientTA is much less
than 1. We also note that forG150.1 andG250.8, only one
peak is left and the resonant feature has disappeared.
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To study the effect of quasiparticles wheneV.D, we
calculate the cross correlation using Eq.~7!. Figure 4 shows
the cross correlation versus external voltage ate050.0. We
see that once the voltage is larger than the gap energyD, the
cross correlation decreases quickly, indicating fermionic c
tributions. For the strong coupling caseG15G250.8, P23
becomes negative in the largeV limit while it remains posi-
tive for the other coupling strength. This can be understo
as follows. WheneV.D, electrons with energy less thaneV
will all participate in transport. In particular, for incomin
electrons with energy inside the superconducting gap, o
the two-electron current is allowed and hence the contri
tion to the cross correlation should be positive as we j
discussed above. However, when the energy of incom
electrons is outside of the gap the current comes from of f
processes:10,19 ~i! Andreev reflection,~ii ! the conventional
electron tunneling through the system,~iii ! a ‘‘branch cross-
ing’’ process19 in which an electron incident from the norma
lead converts into a hole such as in the superconduc
leads, and~iv! an electron~or a hole! incident from the nor-
mal lead tunnels into the superconducting lead, picks u
quasiparticle~or a quasihole! in the superconducting lead
and creates~or annihilates! a Cooper pair. In these processe
the latter three give negative contributions to the cross c

FIG. 3. ~a! The cross correlation versus external voltage ate0

50.0. ~b! The differential cross correlation versus external volta
at e050.0. The symbols are solid line:G15G250.8; dotted line:
G150.8, G250.1; dot-dashed line:G150.1, G250.8; and dashed
line: G150.1, G250.1.
9-5
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BAIGENG WANG AND JIAN WANG PHYSICAL REVIEW B 67, 014509 ~2003!
relation. Competition between the Andreev-reflection p
cess and the rest of three processes gives rise either to
tive or negative cross correlation depending on which p
cess dominates~see Fig. 4!. Typically, near the resonance th
Breit-Wigner form for the Andreev-reflection coefficien
reads20–22

TA5
G1

2G2
2

4~E22e0
21GdG/4!21G1

2G2
21e0

2~G1dG!2
~12!

and the transmission coefficient for the normal tunnel
process is

T5
G1G2

~E2e0!21G2/4
, ~13!

where G5G11G2 and dG5G12G2. We see that the An-
dreev reflection is suppressed when off resonance. Fur
more, at large external bias if the resonant energy is out
the gap, the Andreev reflection is drastically suppressed
normal tunneling is allowed at a certain energy. Therefo
we expect negative cross correlation in this case. In Fig
we depictP23 versusV at e052.0. Since the resonant level
outside the gap, the plateau region forP23 wheneV is inside
the gap disappears. We see that, except for the case oG1
50.8 andG250.1, P23 becomes negative at large voltage
Our numerical result shows that at even largere0, the trans-
port of quasiparticles dominates and allP23 are negative at
large external voltage. Note that for Fig. 4, the resonant
ergy of the dot is chosen at the superconducting conden
ms50 whereas in Fig. 5 the resonant energy is chosen s
that it is above the superconducting gap energy. Hence, i
are in the resonant tunneling regime~weak-coupling case!
then the quasiparticle current will be very small~far off the
resonance! for Fig. 4 and much larger~on resonance! in Fig.
5 since quasiparticle current can exist only forE.D. Look-
ing at Fig. 4, only largeG50.8 ~solid line! corresponds to
the nonresonant tunneling case, hence has a larger qua
ticle current, and dominates at large voltage resulting i
negative cross correlation. Finally, we plot in Fig. 6 theP23

FIG. 4. The cross correlation versus external voltage ate0

50.0. The coupling parameters and corresponding symbols are
same as in Fig. 3.
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versusvg at eV54. We see that at large voltages, all th
cross correlation functions become negative. For the stro
coupling case, we observe oscillations ofP23 between
bosonic and fermionic behaviors due to the competition
tween the current due to Andreev reflection and that of
quasiparticles. This can be easily checked experimentally
changing the gate voltage.

In summary, we have proposed a HBT-type experiment
using the three-terminal N-S-S hybrid mesoscopic syst
When the external voltage is less than the gap energy, on
two-electron current is present. The cross correlation
found to be positive, which demonstrates bosonic behav
However, when the external voltage is larger than the g
energy the quasiparticle will participate in the transp
which gives the fermionic contribution to the cross corre
tion. As the result of competition between the Andree
reflection process and the other tunneling process involv
quasiparticles, the cross correlation can be either positiv
negative depending on which one dominates. For the stro
coupling case and at large external voltage, the cross co

he
FIG. 5. The cross correlation versus external voltage ate0

52.0. The coupling parameters and corresponding symbols are
same as in Fig. 3. For illustration purposes, we have multiplied
cross correlation by a factor of 10 for the dotted line, 5 for t
dot-dashed line, and 50 for the dashed line.

FIG. 6. The cross correlation versus gate voltage ateV54.0.
The coupling parameters and corresponding symbols are the s
as in Fig. 3.
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lation function changes sign as one varies the gate vol
which controls the position of the resonant level. Finally
would be nice to consider the effect of the phase differe
between the two superconducting leads which would ena
one to predict what happens when the proximity effect
‘‘turned off.’’
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